Noon Mirror
Installation Guide

Rear view of Noon Mirror
Dimensions
800DIA x 30mm, 12kg
Instructions
The Noon Mirror is supplied with a button-fix wall fixing. This inlcudes a grey fixing attached to the rear
of the mirror and a green button that is used to anchor the fixing to the wall.
You will be required to supply your own fastener to the mount the mirror. Please ensure this is
appropriate for the wall on which the mirror is being mounted and for the weight of the mirror (12kg).

Fixing x 1

Button x 1

Noon Mirror
Installation Guide
Mounting to the Wall

1. Remove the green button from the
grey fixing mounted on the rear of the
mirror, by sliding it down and pulling it
out.

2. Using the appropriate wall fastener,*
screw the button into the wall at the
desired height. The fixing is located
150mm from the top of the mirror.

‘click’

3. Locate the fixing on the back of the
mirror over the button. Once in place
lower the whole mirror down approx
15mm to engage the button.

4. Once engaged the fixing should ‘click’
into place. Carefully ensure the mirror
has located correctly and is hanging
straight on the wall by rotating it slightly.

*Please ensure the appropriate wall fastener is used to mount the mirror. The fastener must be
appropriate to the type of wall it is anchored into and able to support the weight of the Noon Mirror
(12kg).
Safety Precautions
•
•
•
•

Please refer to the instructions at all stages of the installation process.
Please do not modify or adjust the product in a way that is not clearly stated or intended.
This product is intended solely for indoor use.
Ross Gardam™ is not responsible for any damages caused by not following the provided
instructions or by using an inappropriate wall anchor.

For further information such as care and maintenance, product overviews and disclaimers, please visit
our website. Please don’t hesitate to contact us directly if you have any questions and enquiries at
support@rossgardam.com.au

